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A Revolutionary Eye Tracking
Solution for Mobile Device Testing

Tobii X60 & X120 Eye Tracker



Eye tracking mobile and handheld devices 
The popularity of smartphones and mobile 
apps is exploding. In the increasingly compe-
titive race for market share, every software or 
hardware interface modification that delivers 
better usability could make a difference. Eye 
tracking can help usability professionals 
decisively select and recommend appropriate, 
effective designs. Effective mobile interface 
designs can help product and service compa-
nies to better serve their customers and lever-
age the capacity of mobile marketing.  

Tobii X60/X120 Mobile Device Testing Solu-
tion enables eye tracking of mobile phones 
including iOS and Android devices, as 
well as larger devices like e-readers, tablet 
computers or any device or object of similar 
size. See what interface elements catch user 
attention and what goes unseen. Gain insight 
into usability problems; gauge the impact of 
mobile advertising and much more.  

Tobii X60/X120 Mobile 
Device Testing Solution

Use eye tracking tests to design cutting-edge mobile 
application and website interfaces. Tobii offers the 
first-ever comprehensive solution for efficient and 
high quality eye tracking of mobile devices.

Easy to use 
Our solution ensures you have everything 
you need to perform eye tracking tests on 
mobile devices. Designed specifically to test 
mobile devices using the Tobii X60 or X120 
Eye Tracker, the Mobile Device Testing Stand 
provides easy and efficient setup. The eye 
tracker and mobile device snap quickly and 
securely into the device holder.  A high defini-
tion scene camera and flexible arm ensure a 
speedy setup that is easy to adjust. Calibra-
tion of participants takes less than a minute 
with the supplied calibration tool. 

The Mobile Device Testing Stand and the eye 
tracker fit neatly into the supplied travel case 
providing a compact and portable solution. 
Because you can take the eye tracker to any 
location where it is convenient to run your 
tests, it gives you great flexibility in recruiting 
participants.

Tobii Studio provides a comprehensive plat-
form for test design, recording, observation, 
visualization and eye tracking data analysis. 
Large amounts of data are easily processed 
for meaningful interpretation and presentation.

Tests a wide range of mobile phones, includ-
ing iPhone, Android and Blackberry.
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Shifts smoothly between landscape and 
portrait modes. 

Tests larger mobile devices like e-readers, 
tablet computers or equivalent.  

Natural interaction
The solution allows test participants to inter-
act with the mobile device in a natural way, 
creating a distraction-free user experience. 
Users can take hold of the device, smoothly 
rotate the device between landscape and 
portrait modes, and interact with it from a 
comfortable viewing angle. The eye tracker 
can handle natural head movements and 
participants can be tested while sitting or 
standing. The design of both the stand and 
the eye tracker is unobtrusive while the scene 
camera can be positioned in different ways to 
minimize distraction.  

Quantitative studies
Besides qualitative studies, the solution allows 
for quantitative research. Data aggregation is 
supported in both portrait or landscape mode 
and results can be visualized in heatmaps or 
gaze plots based on data from multiple partici-
pants. The quick release mechanisms and 
supplied universal mobile device attachments 
allow you to switch easily between different 
mobile devices during a study.

High tracking quality
The solution delivers the high quality data 
needed to test small devices. Tobii X60 and 
X120 Eye Trackers offer highly accurate and 
precise gaze-position data under varying 
light conditions and compensate for natural 
head movements. 

A complete solution 
The solution consists of:
• Tobii X60 or X120 Eye Tracker
• Mobile Device Testing Stand
• Scene camera with adjustable mounting arm
• Tobii Studio analysis software
• Travel case

A user camera can be added to capture a 
video recording of user expressions during 
tests.  

Testing more than just mobile devices
Tobii X60 and X120 Eye Trackers are Tobii’s 
most flexible eye trackers. They are designed 
for a broad spectrum of study designs, and 
both real-world and on-screen stimuli (such 
as an emulator). Tobii X60 and X120 make 
it possible to conduct a wide selection of 
studies in usability, market research and other 
fields. Please request our product leaflet for 
more information about the Tobii X60 and 
X120 Eye Trackers. 
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Technical specification Tobii X60 & X120 Eye Trackers

Tobii X60 Tobii X120*

Accuracy 0.5 degrees 0.5 degrees

Drift < 0.3 degrees < 0.3 degrees

Data rate 60 Hz 120 Hz*

Freedom of head movement
44x22x30 cm
17x 9x12”

30x22x30 cm
12x9x12”

Binocular tracking Yes Yes

Bright/dark pupil tracking** Both Both

Dual cameras Yes Yes

T/X firmware Embedded Embedded

Weight ~3 kg (7 lbs) ~3 kg (7 lbs)

*   The Tobii X120 can be run at either 60 or 120 Hz data rate.
** Tobii X60/X120 Mobile Device Testing Solution is optimized for 
bright pupil tracking, which greatly reduces noise. 

Technical specification Mobile Device Testing Stand & Scene camera

Device display size Maximum 10’’

Mounting solutions
• Compatible with Tobii Floor Stand, height adjustable
• Thread for standard tripod mount, connects to most tripods
• Screw holes to fix custom mount in a lab setup

Scene camera resolution Maximum 1920x1080p (full HD), also lower resolutions

Stand dimensions Footprint: 300x260mm (11.8x10.2”), maximum height: 193mm  (7.6”)

Stand construction Lightweight and durable anodized aluminum 
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© Tobii®. Illustrations and specifications do not necessarily apply to products and services offered in each local market. Technical specifications are subject to change without prior notice. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
This is promotional material for a beta product, which is still under development. The company reserves the right to make changes in both functions and design.
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